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Introduction

Of the various means of producing mechanical power the turbine is in many respects
the most satisfactory. The absence of reciprocating and rubbing members means that
balancing problems are few, that the lubricating oil consumption is exceptionally low,
and that reliability can be high. Around the turn of the twentieth century the steam
turbine began its career and .it has become the most important prime mover for
electricity generation. In spite of its successful development, L.1.e stefuli turbine does
have an inherent disadvantage. It is that the production of high-pressure high
temperature steam involves the installation of bulky and expensive steam generating
equipment. The significant feature is that the hot gases produced in the boiler furnace
never reach the turbine; they are merely used indirectly to produce an intermediate
fluid, namely steam. A much more compact power plant, the gas turbine, results when
the water to steam step is eliminated and the hot gases themselves are used to drive
the turbine. In order to produce an expansion through a turbine a pressure ratio must
be provided, and the first necessary step in the cycle of a gas turbine plant must
therefore be.compression of the working fluid. Prior to expansion in the turbine the
temperature of the working fluid is raised to be able to extract net power from the
plant. In a simple gas turbine system air is the working fluid and after compression it
is raised in temperature in the combustion chamber where fuel is directly injected in
the air. The turbine in a simple system is mechanically connected to the compressor,
so with the power from the turbine the air is compressed. The remaining power is the
net power.

In this report an attempt will be made to control the steam cycle of the Rankine
Compression Gas turbine (RCG), developed by iT. H. Ouwerkerk (ref.: [1]). It is
necessary to be able to control the steam temperature coming out of the boiler to
avoid damage to the steam turbine caused by overheating. So a·control structure will
be developed for the boiler in the steam cycle, with as input the flow through the
boiler and as output the steam temperature.
In Chapter 1 the principles of the RCG will be explained briefly. A model of the

RCG as an ODE-file in Matlab has been made by Ouwerkerk Identification and
developing a control strategy for this model is the subject of Chapter 2. Implementing
the control strategy in the model and simulating it, have been done in Chapter 3.
Finally in Chapter 4 the results are summarized and some recommendations have
been done.
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Chapter 1 Rankine Compression Gas turbine (RCG)

§ L 1 ReG principles
The RCG is a new, not previously developed layout for combined gas and steam
cycles which consist of a gas turbine (Brayton cycle) and a steam turbine (Rankine
cycle). These combined cycles have a higher efficiency than a conventional simple
cycle because the gas turbine exhaust is used to raise steam in a boiler; this steam is
then used in a steam turbine which generally drives a generator.
Except for the RCG-layout, because here the steam turbine is mechanically linked to
the compressor of the gas turbine cycle as can be seen in the schematic layout of the
RCG,figure 1.1.
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figure 1.1: Schematic layout ofthe ReG

Another advantage of the RCG principle is that there is no mechanical link between
the compressor fu'1.d 1t1.e turbine in 1t1.e gas turbine cycle, the turbine is a so called free
power turbine, which has much more flexibility in operation. The ability to produce
much torque at low speed is also an advantage with some applications. It is clear to
understand now from the schematic layout how the steam turbine drives the
compressor and this combination acts like a gas generator for the gas turbine.

§ 1.2 Architecture of the computer model ReG
In the Matlab model the rate of revolution of the steam turbine and compressor
combination and the state of the boiler are modelled by a set of non linear differential
equations. The other quantities are calculated algebraically, a schematic
representation has been given infigure 1.2.
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·Differential Equations

1. rate of revolution steam turbine and
compressor

2. state ofboiler:
internal mass and energy
in- and outgoing enthalpy
in- and outgoing mass flow
length of "sections"

Algebraic Equations

1. turbine power [kW]
2. compressor power [kW]
3. stagnation temperatures of the Brayton

Cycle [K]
4. temperatures in the boiler [K]
5. heat transfer in the boiler [kW]

figure 1.2: schematic representation ofMatlab model·

Because the boiler is the subsystem that has to be controlled, it will be explained a bit
more. The path the water flow (which is the input) goes through the boiler is divided
in three sections; an economiser -where the temperature of the water is raised to the
boiling temperature, an evaporator -where all the water is converted into steam, and
finally the super heater -where the temperature of the steam is further raised. The
temperature at the exit is the output that has to be controlled. The length of the
sections vary because of variations in the heat present in the exhaust gases of the gas
turbine. All three sections are basically modelled by the same equation, e.q. (1.1):

(1.1)

with: Qtransfer is the heat per second transferred from the hot gases (J/s)

mH20 is the mass flow of the water (kg/s)

hHp is the specific enthalpy of the water (Jlkg)

U H20 is the specific internal energy of the water (Jlkg)

With the right hand side of equation (1.1) the momentary length of the economiser
and the evaporator can be calculated. The length of the super heater section is then
derived from the difference with the total tube length of the boiler. With every time
step the several temperatures and heat transfers of the momentary lengths of the three
sections are calculated.
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Chapter 2 Identification and Control Strategy RCG

§ 2.1 Introduction
There is not much to see or do with just the. Matlab model in terms of developing a
controller in the classical way. If we would have a linear model though we have lots
of methods to analyze the system and develop a controller to it. Loolcing at the nature
of the non linear model, the easiest way to linearize, is to rewrite the existing ODE m
file to a Simulink Function file and then .linearize the model by means of deriving a
realization from step response data from simulations. One could also try to identify
the system by means of frequency response measurements, impulse response data or
input/output correlation with white noise. But thinlcing of implementing this
procedure on a real life setup, step responses would be a good method to do the
identification.
The linearization in this chapter will only be done at one operating point from which
several, different size, step responses will be done. Because the m-file model of the
RCG has several safety mechanisms which stop the simulation when unwanted
situations appear, like water coming out of the boiler instead of steam, the model only
has a short interval of operating points. At the same time the physical proportions
with the experimental setup in the laboratory do not agree anymore, so the design
procedure followed in this chapter is more intended to get a script for procedure for
the experimental setup because real-life experiments are rather intensive. Still the
model gives a pretty good indication of the behaviour of the setup and it is expected
that the control strategy developed with the model can be used on the setup with the
adjustment of some parameters.
In this system two relations are interesting, which are the relation from the feed water
flow of the pump (input) to the steam temperature at the end of the boiler (output).
But also the relation from the exhaust gas heat flow of the gas turbine (disturbances)
to again the steam temperature at the end of the boiler (output). Because the value of
,the gas turbine exhaust heat is measured, and thus known, this signal can be used in a
feedforward structure.

§ 2.2 Computing realizations base d on step response data
from: Schutter, de B., 2000

In many industrial processes we have step response measurements available instead of
impulse response data. A straightforward way to do the realization then is to construct
impulse response data by differencing or differentiating the step response data.
However, tpis operation is not attractive since it will Llltroduce an a.1TIplification of
high-frequency noise in the data. As an alternative approach for discrete-time LTI
systems, it is possible to use the step response data directly in a realization method
that is a modified version of the Kung metl.1od. Tr.ds modification is due to Van
Helmont, Vander Weiden and Anneveld, and consists in applying similar operations
as the Kung algorithm but this time on the matrix

81 82 83 5f

r l So 8 0 So So
52 S3 S4 8'1"+1 51 81 81 51

T 83 84 85 8'1"+2 82 82 82 82r,r' =

8r 8r +l 51'+2 51'+'1"-1 Sr-1 5'1'-1 S1'-l Sr-1
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with r + ro =N +1 where {Sk }:=o is the measured step response.

The algorithm to obtain the realization now is:

1. Compute the SVD of Tr,r' (S) :Tr.r,(S) =m V T
• Look how the singular values O:)ii

decrease as a function of the index i, and decide how many singular values are
significant. The remaining singular values will be neglected. Let p be the number
of singular values that are retained.

2. Construct Up = U( : , l:p ), Vp= V ( : , l:p ) and 1:p= 1:( l:p , ~:p ).

3. Now apply Ho's algorithm to the matrix Tred(S) =UpLpV:.

[1 00,]',1. Find non-singular matrices P and Q such that PT,.ed (S)Q =; ,
2. Now define:

A = Ep,r/PTr,r(S)QE;,rm

B = Ep,r,PTr,r(S)E:',rm

C = E',r,Tr;r(S)QE;,m,

D = Go

where Ep,q is the pxq block matrix [Ip Op,q_p].

Since Tred(S) has rank p, the order of the resulting minimal state space realization will
be equal to p.

§ 2.3 Procedure
In this paragraph the general outline will be mentioned. First 'of all the existing ODE
file is transfonned to a Simulink function-file. In Simulink this file is linked to a block
which then represents the RCG. Then the model is run and steps are applied to the
input water flow. The data from these simulations 'is saved and nonnalized. After that
the approximate realization algorithm calculates a linear realization from each step
response. On these realizations a stable PI-controller is designed with the help of the
Bode diagram. For the feedforward controller we alter the Simulink fun9tion-file a
little so the heat is now an input and again apply steps in the Simulink model, now
thus on t.~e input heat flow. Again the step response data is saved and nonnalized a..'ld
then processed by the approximate realization algorithm. From these realizations and
the ones which have the water flow as input the feedforward filter can be calculated.

§ 2.4 Feedback Structure
To develop a feedback control the model has to be linearized, this will be done with
the help of step response data. After rewriting the ODE-file to a Simulink function
file (Appendix A), step -response data of three different steps at the input (+0.02
kg/sec, +0.01 kg/sec en -0.02 kg/sec) is obtained by simulation in Simulink. The feed
water flpw of the operating point when the step is applied, is 0.08 kg/sec (input) and
throughout the simulation there is a constant heat flow of 400 kW. For computational
reasons the step response data is first down sampled. This can be seen in figure 2.1.
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figure 2./: Step responses ofsteam temperature; step 011 feed water flow (input)

It can be seen from the step responses there is an inverse relation between the feed
water now and the steam temperature, if the step at the input (feed water now) is of a
certain sign (e.g. positive) then evelltually the response of the steam temperature is of
the opposite sign (c.q. negative). Further, on the enlargement,jigllre 2.2, it shows that
the system is a non-minimum-phase system; the response of the output (steam
temperature) moves in the 'wrong direction' at first. The non-minimum-phase
characteristics impose restrictions on the performance that can be achjeved from the
system, irrespective of the control strategy.
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figure 2.2: Step responses ofsteam temperature; step on feed water flow (input)
(Elliarged)

The down sampled step responses are first nomlalized (the data is multiplied to
resemble an unit step response) and then put into the approximate realization
algorithm (Appendix B)(ref: [2]; Schutter, de B. 2000). Here you have to give in the
desired order of your realization. The algorithm first constructs an adjusted Hankel
matrix from the values of the step response. Then one decides the order (=p, see §2.2)
of the realization by looking at the number of significant singular values of the Hankel
matrix. After that, the algorithm constructs a reduced Hankel matrix, from which it
calculates the approximate realization. In subjoined figure, figure 2.3, the first six
singular values are given from the Hankel matrices of the step responses. It seems that
there are only two significant singular values and thus a second order realization
would satisfy. But at closer inspection it appeared that only from third order
realizations the non minimum phase characteristics were present in the realizations.
Ultimately there has been chosen for fourth order realizations.
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figure 2.3: Hankel singular values ofthe step responses

The three realizations of the different step responses approximated by the algorithm
are presented in a Bode Diagram inflgure 2.4 and are listed in Appendix C. Where for
each [Tequency the amplitude ratio (Magnitude (DB)) and the phase shift (phase
(deg)) between the input and output are renected.
As can be seen, the realization of the negative step response deviates a bit more from
the other two, especially at low frequencies. This also shows from the measured step
responses; the response on the negative step reaches its steady state much quicker as
the other two.
The '180' degrees phase difference in steady state (frequency - 0) is a result of the
here fore mentioned inverse relationship between the input and output. Because the
system is non-minimum-phase a slow controller is chosen, which will not be seduced
to compensate the inverse response of the output at the beginning too much. A PI
controller seems suitable for this job because of its slow characteristics and the
elimination ofa steady state error.
The process of designing a PI-controller which now follows, is called loop shaping,
what points to the shaping of the open loop transfer function of the plant and
controller. This is important because stability and perfonnance characteristics is
inherently linked to it.
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Bode Diagram

System A - Realisation step of 0.02
- System B= Realisation step of 0.01
- System C = Reahalion step of -0.02

80F ===:::;;;::;;;;;;;;;:-
60

iii
~ 40•"0.=
"§. 20
•
" 0

j~8

c; 90•
~

••• 0~
Q.

-90'
10 10 10

Frequency (rad/sec)
10 10 10

figure 2.4: Bode Diagram ofthe three approximate realizations

A controller is designed which stabilizes all three realizations. Because of the inverse
relation between input and output we need a negative gain anyway. If for starters a
gain of' -1' is taken the open loop Bode Diagram looks as follows ,figure 2.5.

Bode Diagram

-28 '==::::::.;;;~::--'---:"::--;::::::::~
r=::-rO;:p".n"'o:Co::p"",'"'''<h''S''y='';:.=m''A''

- Openloop lNith System B
- Openloop 'Nith System C

80====;;;;;;;;;;:-
60

iii
"0
- 40

~
"§. 20·

~ o

! ·90

!!&. -180

10 10 10 10
Frequency (rad/sec)

10' 10

figure 2.5: Bode Diagram opel/loop with gain '-/'
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It can be seen clearly now that on the instance the amplitude ratio crosses the 'OdS',
the phase long ago crossed the' -180' degrees, which means that for these frequencies
the phase delay is that much, the output acts in the opposite way for sinusoidal inputs.
The closed loop transfer function will be instable in such a configuration; there is just
too much phase delay to control the plant.
The next step is stabilizing the closed loop by adjusting the '-I' gain back until the
amplitude ratio already crossed the 'OdS' at the moment the phase passes '-180'
degrees. With a gain of '_1'10-4, this can be achieved, which can be seen in figure
2.6.

20
Bode Diagram

Openloop with System A
- Openloop with System B
- Openloop with System C

~ 0

•-g ·20
"~

•:E -40

·270
10 10 10 10 10

Frequency (rad/sec)
10

figure 2.6: Bode Diagram open/oop with gain '_/"/0-4
,

Now we add a sufficient slow integrator with a reset time (7i) of 1000 seconds. And
the final open loop Sode Diagram is as follows, figure 2.7.
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Bode Diagram

Openloop with System A
- Openloop Vlith System B
- Openloop with System C

100

i1l 50
E
•u a,
~
Q•,. ·50

·100

-90
Ci•E
•• -180•
If

-270
'A 10 'a 10 10

Frequency (rad/sec)
10 10

figure 2. 7: Bode Diagram open loop Wilh PI-controller

From this figure it can be read that the system has a bandwidth not reaching to-3

rad/sec. Unfortunately this has to do with the nature of the system, very slow and non
minimum phase. Although one could probably squeeze out a bandwidth 10-2

, which
would decrease the robustness. But it is fortunate that the designer of the system did
not desire a high bandwidth. The Bode diagram of the controller is displayed in figure
2.8.

-20

·30
i1l
s,-40
•-g ·50
'E
gt ·60,.

·70

Bode Diagram

10
Frequency (rad/sec)

10 10

figure 2.8: Bode diagram o/controller
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§ 25 Feedforward Structure
The requirement of the designer of the system was not a high bandwidth, still
disturbances are not meant to cause too much fluctuations in the output because this is
dangerous for the system. Because the disturbances can be measured as they take
place there can be obtained benefit from this with the help of a feedforward controller.
This means that in stead of waiting until a certain disturbance has disrupted the
output, it is now anticipated by a feedforward controller to minimize the effect of the
disturbance on the output. The feedforward consists of a filter that calculates the
necessary counter measure to reduce the effect of the disturbance. This filter can be
simply deducted from the block diagram of the system and controller presented here,
figure 2.8. The dotted line is the system boundary. The block r is a specific reference
feed water flow, d is the disturbance in the heat flow. The total feed water flow is u
and the steam temperature is y. Within the system boundary, HI is the transfer
function from the feed water flow of the pump to the steam temperature and H2 is the
transfer function from the disturbance in the heat flow to the steam temperature.

d

r
+

r--------
I
I
J
I
I .
I
I
I
I y

figure 2.8: Block diagram offeedforward structure

To actually undo the effect of the disturbance d on the ouput y, we thus desire the
transfer function from d to y to be zero. From this requirement the filter F can be
deducted in the following way.

y =H1u+H2d =H 1(Fd)+H2d

y-HF H -0 F- H% - HH-1
-- 1 + 2 - <=> -- H -- 2 1
d 1

(1)

To calculate F we thus need HI and H2, but the fact that we have to invert HI brings
some extra conditions. For instance we cannot divide by zero and non minimum phase
zeros of HI will lead to instable poles when inverting, we'll have to check this when
constructing F. We already identified HI with designing the feedback controller. In a
similar way H2 will now be identified. Infigure 2.9 measured step responses of the
steam temperature are given again. This time however, responses on a step in the heat
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flow. There have been made three steps from a constant heat flow of 400 kW; a step
of +25kW, a step of +50kW and a step of-50kW. The feed water flow remained in all
cases unchanged at 0.08 kg/sec. Again the step responses are down sampled to be able
to enter the step responses in the approximated realization algorithm. In the step
responses,figure 2.9, it can be seen the steam temperature displays a huge step on the
moment the step is done on the input (t=O). This is actually very unrealistic and is a
consequence of simplification in the model by the designer. But because the model
acts in such a way and we have to measure new step responses for the real-life setup
anyway, we just take this behaviour being real in the designing of the controller.

Slepresponse step of 50kW
Stepresponse step of 25kW
Stepresponse step of ·50kW

....... Downsampled stepresponse

,V ..............•.........................(\........•......_.....

>
I

;~

:1
92°0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 ooסס1

Time (sec)

940

960

980

1040

e 1020
>-

1060

1080

1100

1000

1120

figure 2.9: Step responses o/the steam temperature on a step ill the heat flow

The singular values of the Hankel matrix of the step responses are given in figure
2./0. Fourth order realization are chosen again after examining this graph.
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figure 2./0: Hankel singular values ofthe step responses

These realizations arc presented in a Bode Diagram infigure 2./1 and in Appendix C.
Again, one can see, as with the earlier realizations in § 2.2, the realization of the
response 011 the negative step deviates a bit morc then the other two. It is remarkable
though that the situation is opposite here, namely the response 011 the negative step
takes longer to get to his steady state then the others.

·50
Bode Diagram

- System A = Realisation step of SOkW
- System B =Realisation step of 25kW
- System C = Realisation step o1·S0kW

-60,.- -.".....

·80

·90

·90
10 10 10 10

Frequency (rad/sec)
'0 10 10

figure 2./1.' Bode Diagram ofthe realizations
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Now to get subsequently the filter F, we choose arbitrarily for HI (input is feed water
flow) System B and for Hz (input is heat flow) System B. According to formula (1)
this results in the filter F presented in figure 2.12.

figure 2.12: Bode Diagram Qffilter F, according to formula (1)

Unfortunately after checking F, which was necessary as is mentioned before, this
filter is.an instable one, because non minimum phase zeros of HI have become
instable poles with inverting. To circumvent this, a filter is designed with the same
magnitude but stable. This is done with the Matlab 'program 'magshape' and can be
seen in figure 2.13.
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figure 2./3: Bode Diagram ofF according to the formula and the designed stable
variant

As can be seen, the designed stable variant deviates a little of the exact one in
magnitude in the mid-frequency area. This is acceptable because, as mentioned
earlier, especially the low-frequent behaviour (c.q. steady state) is important in the
demands of the designer. The phase on the contrary is totally off after a frequency of
2'10-3 radlsec. This means the filter shouldn't be used to control disturbances above
that frequency. It should be cut ofT after that frequency, this hasn't been done in the
simulations.
A nicer way to do this, is with the help ofa ZPETC (ref: [3]). An attempt was made to
use lhis strategy but it did not fit in the time scheme to successfully make a ZPETC.

Now there are a feedback and feedfor\vard controller, they will be tested in
simulations in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 Simulations

§ 3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the control structure will be evaluated in simulations: For this, a model
file is made in Simulink which can be seen in figure 3.1.

4(]5eJ

QfUEL

REFERENCE Q FUEL

40Ce:3

REFERENCE
TEMPERATURE

FEED FORWARD SIGNAl

DI<f--'---------<

ERROR 0 MOOTYUMPD
SATURATED

1---toID

1---,0
c

SfunRCGTwoU

~MO=DE::-:LO::-:FR::::CG~ 1-----1"10

.--,-_+/0

1--1-_-.10

figure 3.1: Simulink block diagram

In the figure a reference heat flow (<LFUEL), feed water flow (FLOW) and
temperature can be seen. Because the control strategy is based on linearizations, the
operating point where the linearization has been done has to be installed again.
Deviations from the operating point will be handled by the control structure. As can
be seen all the control signals are added to the constant reference of the feed water
flow. After all the signals are added there is a saturation block which prevents with
limits either overheating or overflowing of the boiler.
To see the performance difference several control structures will be compared.

§ 3.2 Simulation with feedfonvard filter and feedback
Infigure 3.2 the error signal is given. Clearly the disturbance in the heat flow pushes
the system off of its operating point, but after a small overshoot the error goes to zero.
In all cases a disturbance of+50kW was applied to the heat flow. The feed water flow
only changes in roughly the first 1000 seconds, therefore this time span is only drawn
fnfigure 3.3 and 3.4.
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figure 3.2: Error signal

In figure 3.3 the control signals are drawn and it can be seen that the feedforward
signal is already at his steady state within twenty seconds. Also the feedforward
produces abnormal large values (even negative, from -0.25 until 7 kg/sec) in the
beginning to compensate the large instantaneous temperature difference at the time
the disturbance is applied. The feedback signal takes some longer reaching his steady
state but at 1000 seconds it is pretty much there. At that moment the error is just over
the peale ofits overshoot.
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figure 3.3: Control signals (feed water flow)

Infigure 3.4 where the total saturated feed water flow can be read, it is remarked that
the saturation occurs at a flow ofminimum 0.05 kg/sec and maximum 0.11 kg/sec and
that this is because of the large feed forward signal.
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figure 3.4: Total saturatedfeed water flow
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§ 3.3 Simulation with simple feedforward (only steady state gain) and
feedback
Figure 3.5 shows the error again, in this situation there is only a gain as feedforward,
namely the steady state gain. The error again has a small overshoot.
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figure 3.5: Error signal

The steady state gain of the feedforward is calculated from the amplitude ratio ofthe
feedforward filter for low frequencies which is '-136dB'. In the ideal case the signal
of the feedback would go to zero because the feedforward should perfectly
compensate the disturbance in steady state which leaves no work to be done by the
feedback. But, as can be seen infigure 3.6, because a perfect model c.q. feedforward
is an illusion, a little work is still done by the feedback in steady state.
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figure 3.6: Control signals (feed water flow)

In this case of a constant gain as feedforward there is no saturation needed because
the pump flow does not cross a limit as can be seen in figure 3.7.
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figure 3.7: Total saturatedfeed waterflow
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§ 3.4 Simulation with only feedback
The error signal infigure 3.8 displays a little extraordinary course at first sight with
the fluctuation from 500 seconds until 1500 seconds. But after re-examining the

.responses on steps in the heat flow one can conclude that this 'fluctuation is due to the
dynamics of the system. Infigure 3.9 the feed water flow can be read again, this time
only consisting of the reference and feedback signal.
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figure 3.8: Error signal
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figure 3.9: Total saturatedfeed waterflow

§ 3.5 Simulation results compared
From the error signal figures in the preceding paragraphs it follows that in all three
configurations it takes the same time for the error to reach zero in steady state. It can
be said that there is hardly any difference between the error signal from the situation
with the filter as feedforward and the situation with the steady state gain as
feedforward. This is not surprisingly as the actual control signal in both
configurations is only different in the first ten seconds, when the filter gives some
large values to counteract the instantaneous large temperature difference.
The error signal when there is no feedforward shows no overshoot but a strange
looking fluctuation which is explained earlieL Probably the overshoot in the situations
with feedforwardis this same fluctuation but because of the extra feed water flow
from the feedforward the fluctuation appears as an overshoot in the graph. 'v
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and Recommendations

In this report an attempt is made to design a suitable controller for the Rankine cycle
of the Rankine Compression Gas turbine. This is done with a classical PI-controller
and a feedforward after linearizing the nonlinear model with the help of an
identification method for step responses. After looking at the simulations done with
several control structures, one might think: there is not much advantage in applying a
feedforward. This may be true for the model, but the instantaneous temperature rise or
fall after a disturbance is a big simplification from the real life setup. The reason the
designer of the system did this is because the transient behaviour is not a big point of
interest for him. So in the real life setup the feedforward could still improve the
performance of the system because it has 'time' to undo the disturbance with a
control signal to the feed water flow. In Appendix D there is a recommended outline
for the identification and control design for the real plant.

Summarizing are the control structures mentioned in this report all suitable to design .
and experiment with at the reallife setup. Also it is expected that the real life setup is
easier and better to control because the, physically impossible, instantaneous
temperature response probably is a bottleneck in controlling the model.
Further a ZPETC could improve the behaviour even more.
One could try to squeeze some more performance out of the system by tuning the
controller, for instance making the integrator a bit more aggressive which could lead
to some oscillatory but faster behaviour. But this all should be done in dialogue with
the designer of the system and his demands.
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Appendix A Simulink Function File

function [sys,xO,str,ts] = SfunRCGviVector(t,x,u,flag)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
%%% Rand- en beginvoorwaarden initialiseren %%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%
global T_H20_4 mdot_gas

switch flag, '

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialization %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case 0,

[sys,xO,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Derivatives %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case 1,

sys=mdIDerivatives(t,x,u);

%%%%%%%%%%%
% Outputs %
%%%%%%%%%%%
case 3,

sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Unhandled flags %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case { 2, 4, 9 },

sys = [];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Unexpected flags %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
otherwise

error(['Unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]);

end

%
%===--=======================--===============================

% mdlInitializeSizes
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample time$, for the S-function.
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%
function [sys,xO,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes

%
% call simsizes for a sizes structure, fill it in and convert it to a
% sizes array.
%
% Note that in this example, the values are hard coded. This is not a
% recommended practice as the characteristics of the block are typically
% defined by the S-function parameters.
%
sizes = simsizes;

sizes.NumContStates = 4;
sizes.NumDiscStates = 0;
sizes.NumOutputs == 6;
sizes.Numlnputs = 2; % u[l]= pumpflow; u[2]= heatflow
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 0;
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1; % at least one sample time is needed

sys = simsizes(sizes);

%
% initialize the initial conditions
%

global T_H20_4 mdot_gas
mdot_gas= 0.495;%[kg/s]
T_H20_4 = 1021032;%[K]

N = 3.02718e4;%= 30200;%[RPM]
L_ec = 40.0133;%= 68.5;%[m]
L_ev =105.588;%= 141.5;%[m]
rho_sat = 9.8935;%= 10.05;%[kg/m/\3]
xO=[N L_ec L_ev rho_sat];

%
% str is alv:lays an empty mat.1-ix
%
str = [];

%
% initialize the array of sample times
%
ts = [0 0];

% end mdlInitializeSizes
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%
%=======-~=========================---=--====================

========

% mdlDerivatives
% Return the derivatives for the continuous states.
%=================================---=======================

%
function sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u)

global mdot_gas T_H20_4
mdot_gas= 0.495;%[kg/s]
T_H20_4 = 1021.32;%[K]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Vaste waarden
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
T_H20_1 = 373;

T_a=293 ;%[K]
T_condenser=373;%[gr.C.]

ov_turbine=4.04;%overbrengingsverhouding tandwielkast stoomturbine
ov_tandriem=5.72;%overbrengingsverhouding tandriem
ov_compressor=3.45;%overbrengingsverhouding tandwielkast compressor

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
%Stofeigenschappen
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

. cp_lucht=1.005e+3;
cp_exgas=1.148e+3;
cp_water=4000;
cp_steam=2.040e+3;
rho_water=849.6;%[kg/m/\3]
h_water=908.7ge+3;
h_satst=2800e+3;%constant verondersteld bij 20 tot 30 bar
h_fg=h_satst-h_water;
h_3=2676.1e+3;%[kJ/kg] verzadigde damp atmospherisch

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%BEGINVOORWAAARDEN
~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%toerental beginvoorwaarde
N=x(1 );%[RPM]

%boiler beginvoorwaarden
L EC=x(2);%[m]
L_EV=x(3);%[m]
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rho_sat=x(4);%[kg/mI\3]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%WATERPOMP, LUCHTMASSASTROOM & FUELFLOW
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Rankine cycle
%mdot-.pomp = u(1)

%Braytoncycle
%~brandstof=u(2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%COMPRESSOR·
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
eta_ c:::::O.7;%compressorrendement
r=N/2e+4;%druleverhouding compressor
Pc=mdot_gas*cp_lucht*(T_a/eta_c)*((r/\O.2857)-I);%[W]
T02=(Pc/(mdot_gas*cp_lucht»+T_a;%[K]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%RESTRICTIE ACHTER COMPRESSOR
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CJestrictie=0.5*(3441\0.5)/05;%CJestrictie met druk in [bar] (=r-l)
mdot_gas=CJestrictie*(r-l)/(T02/\O.5);% lucht massastroom [kg/s]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%VERBRANDINGSKAMER
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

T04:::::u(2)/(cp_exgas*mdot_gas)+T02; %[K]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%BOILER
%%%%%%%
D_buis=0.02;%[m]
r buis=D buis/2;%[m]- -

%boilerdruk&T sat
T_sat=(((rho_sat-l 0.037)/4;96)*21.48)+212.42+273 ;%gelineariseerd door 20&30bar
T_H20_2=T_sat;
T_H20_3=T_H20_2;
p_boiler=(l O*(rho_sat-l 0.037)/4.96)+20;%gelineariseerd door 20&30bar

%boilermassastromen
C_nozzle=O.l *(6731\0.5)/20;%C_nozzle met druk in [bar]
mdot_turbine=C_nozzle*(p_boiler)/(T_H20_41\0.5);%[kg/s]
mdot_H20=(u(1 )+mdot_turbine)/2;%[kg/s]

%konvectie coefficienten
k_EC=90;%[W/mI\2]
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k_EV=95;%[W/mI\2]
. k_SH=95;%[W/mI\2]

%buislengte Superheater
L SH=480-L EC-L EV;%[m]

- --

%los Tg3 en T_H20_4 op in Superheater
qmax=min(mdot_gas*cp_exgas,mdot_H20*cp_steam)*(T04-T_H20_3);%maximaal
overdraagbare

warmte
Tg3=T04-qmax/(mdot_gas*cp_exgas)+1 O;%beginschatting Tg3
T_H20_4==T_H20_3+qmax/(mdot_H20*cp_steam)-1 O;%%beginschatting T_H20_4

xi_g=0.5*(mdot_gas*cp_exgas)/(k_SH*pi*D_buis*L_SH);%relaxatie factor exgas
xi_s=0.5*(mdot_H20*cp_steam)/(k_SH*pi*D_buis*L_SH);%relaxatie factor H20

for k=1 :20 %20 loops is arbritrair
deltaSH1=T04-T_H20_4;
deltaSH2=Tg3-T_H20_3;

%berekenen qJmtd met limieten
if oredeltaSH1 <=0,de1taSH2<=0)

'Llmtd=qmax;
else

if (deltaSH11deltaSH2)=1
CLlmtd=k_SH*pi*D_buis*L_SH*deltaSH2;

else
CLlmtd=k_SH*pi*D_buis*L_SH*(deltaSH1

deltaSH2)/10g(deltaSHlIdeltaSH2); .
end

end

'LSH=min(qmax,'L1mtd);
Tg3=(1-xi_g)*Tg3+xi_g*(T04-'LSH/(mdot~gas*cp_exgas));%nieuwe

schatting Tg3
T H20 4=(1-

xi_s)*Tji20_4+xi_s*(T_H20_3+'LSH/(mdot_H20*cp_steam));%nieuwe

end

%Tg2 voIgt uit de over te dragen warmte in de Evaporator
'LEV=mdot_H20*h_fg;
ifmdot_gas*cp_exgas*(Tg3-T_H20~)< 'LEV;

'Onder pinch point EV'
stop

end
Tg2=Tg3-CLEV/(mdot_gas*cp_exgas);
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%Tgl voIgt uit de over te dragen warmte in de Economiser
'LEC=mdot_H20*cp_water*(T_H20_2-T_H20_1);
ifmdot_gas*cp_exgas*(Tg2~T_H20_1)< 'LEC;

'Onder pinch point EC'
stop

end

Tg1 =Tg2-'LEC/(mdot_gas*cp_exgas);

%Vergelijkingen voor oplossen verandering L_EV, vergelijk 'Llmtd met de
opgenomen warmte
deltaEVl=Tg3-T_H20_3;
deltaEV2=Tg2-T_H20_2;
deltaT_lm_EV=(deltaEV1-de1taEV2)~og(deltaEVl/deltaEV2);
'Llmtd=k_EV:l.'pi*D_buis*L_EV*deltaT_1m_EV;

Y=rho_sat/rho_water;
h_EV=pi*r_buisJ\2*(h_water*rho_water*Y+h_satst*rho_sat)/(1+Y);
dL_EV=('LEV-'Llmtd)/h_EV;

%Vergelijkingen voor oplossen verandering L_EC, vergelijk 'Llmtd met de
opgenomen warmte
deltaEC1=Tg2-T_H20_2;
deltaEC2=Tg1-T_H20_1;
deltaT.Jm_EC=(deltaEC1-deltaEC2)/log(deltaECl/deltaEC2);

'Llmtd=k_EC*pi*D_buis*L_EC*deltaT~lm_EC;
dL_EC=('LEC-'Llmtd)/(rho_water*pi*r_buisJ\2*h_water);

%ingaande enthalpie aan de nozzle stoomturbine
h_SH=h,-satst+cp_steam*(T_H20_4-T_H20_3);

%differentiaal vergelijking dichtheid verzadigde stoomrho sat
a=(mdot_turbine-u(1 ))/(pi*r_buisJ\2);
b=rho_water*dL_EC;
c=dL EV*2*rho sat*rho water/(rho water+rho sat);

- - - - -
d=(dL_EC-dL_EV)*log(T_H20_4/T_sat)*rho_sat*T_sat/(T_H20_4-T_sat);
e=L--,-EV*2*rho_waterJ\2/((rho_sat+rho_watery2);
f=L_SH*T_sat*log(T_H20_4/T_sat)/(T_H20_4-T_sat);

drho_sat=-1 *(a+b+c-d/(e+f));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%STOOMTURBINE
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
RPM_turbine=N*ov_turbine/(ov_tandriem*ov_compressor);%toerental
stoomturbine[RPM]
c_O=(2*(h_SH-h_3))J\O.5;%spoutingvelocity
u_t=2*pi*O.175*RPM_turbine/60;%tipsne1heid u_t
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eta_t=-8.64*((u_t/c_O)-0.25)"'2+0.54;%turbinerendement
Pt=mdot_turbine*(h-,-SH-h_3)*eta_t;%vennogen stoomturbine aan de uitgaande as

%diff. verg. toerental STOOMTURBINE&COMPRESSOR%
1=0.01 ;%massatraagheid compressor%stoomturbine
dN=(Pt-Pc)/(I*N);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%VECTOR x dot
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
sys = [dN dL_EC dL_EV drho_sat];

% end mdlDerivatives

%
% ----------------------------------------------
===========% mdlOutputs
% Return the block outputs.
%=============================--=====================
=======-%
function sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u)

% end mdlOutputs
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AppendixB Approximated Realization Algorithm

SS-model of identified model, continuous-time model
88_model of identified model, discrete-time model
error measure; area between measured data and unit stepresponse

function [SYSTEM_C,S_diag]=approxJealiz(y,Ts,ORDE,figu)
%function
[SYSTEM_C,SYSTEM_D,epsilon,S_diag]=approxJealiz(y,Ts,ORDE,figu)
%
% [SYSTEM_C,SYSTEM_D,epsilon,S_diag]=approxJealiz(y,ORDE,figu)
%
% computes an estimation of the underlying system, using the extended
% approximate realization algorithm. The algorithm is only for
% stepresponses.
%
% SYSTEM C
% SYSTEM D
% epsilon
of identified

% S_diag
%y
time t=O .
%Ts
%ORDE
%figu
identified model

model
singular value of transformed Hankel matrix H_E'
measured unit step response (vector), with unit step on the input at

Constant sample time of measured step response
desired order of the identified model
flag for figure of measured stepresponse with unit stepresponse of

t=O:Ts:(length(y)-1 )*Ts;
t=t';

l=length(y);
t=O:Ts:(length(y)-1 )*Ts;
t=t';

y=y';

%%8 E
tmp_SY 1=hankel(y(2:end))-y(1 :end-l)*ones(1 ,length(y)-I);
tmp_8y2=floor(size(tmp_8yl, 1)/2);
Sy=tmp_SY 1(1 :tmp~Sy2,1:trnp_Sy2);

%%8 A
S_A=Sy(2:end,1:end-l);

%%8 B
8_B=8y(1 :end-l,l);

%%H C
8_C=Sy(1,1 :end-1);

Sy=8y(1 :end-l ,1 :end-1);
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%% singuliere waarde decompositie van H E
[U,S,V]=svd(Sy);

%% in een vector proppen van de singuliere waarden
S_diag=diag(S);

figure
bareS_diag(1 :10))

%% opbouwen deelmatrices
Sigma_1 =S(l :ORDE,1:ORDE);
U_l=U(:,1:0RDE);
V_1=V(:,1:0RDE);

%% opbouwen benaderde realisatie van Markov parameters
A_S = sqrt(Sigma_lY'(-I) * U_l' * S_A * V_I * sqrt(Sigma_lY'(-I);
B_S = sqrt(Sigma.,))"C-l) * U_l' * S_B;
C_S = S_C * V_I * sqrt(Sigma_lY'(-I);

%% omzetten resultaat naar discrete state space beschrijving.
D_S=zeros(size(C_S,I),size(B_S,2));

%% generate stepresponse
[Y~MR,T_MR]=step(SYSTEM_D,t);

%% error criterium
epsilon=abs(y-Y_MR).labs(y);
epsilon=cumsum(epsilon); epsilon=epsilon(end);

%% figuurmet stapresponsie en met H_{COM}
iffigu==l

figure;hold on
plot(t,y,T_MR,(Y_MR+y(I)),'r--');
xlabel('t [?]','fontsize',20)
ylabel('y(t) [?]','fontsize',20)
legend('measured response','unit stepresp ofH_{COM}')
tmp_title={'\epsilon =' epsilon};
title(tmp_title,'fontsize',l 0)
end
try
SYSTEM_C=d2c(SYSTEM_D, 'matched');
disp('zp-matched d2c conversion')

catch
SYSTEM_C=d2c(SYSTEM_D);
disp(,zp-not-matched d2c conversion')

end
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%% figuur met bodeplaatje
% tmp=figure; hold on;
% bode(SYSTEM_C,logspace(O,4,2000)*2*pi,tmp,1);
% bode(SYSTEM_D,logspace(O,4,2000)*2*pi,tmp,2);
% subplot(211); set(gca, 'XScale', 'log');
% subplot(212); set(gca,'XScale','log');

. % legend('H_ {COM} continuous','H_ {COM} discrete')
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Appendix C Calculated Realizations

Transfer Functions
Input is pump flow, Linear Realization
Output is steam
temperature

Step of +0.02 21.52 s"'3 - 0.2488 s"'2 - 0.0007242 s - 7.317e-007
kg/sec ------------------------------------------------------------

s"'4 + 0.05883 s"'3 + 0.0002236 s"'2 + 3.23e-007 s + 1.334e-OlO

Step of +0.01 24.39 s"'3 + 0~07682 s"'2 - 0.007939 s - 1.27ge-005
kg/sec -----------------------------------------------------------

s"'4 + 0.09662 s"'3 + 0.00136 s"'2 + 3.738e-006 s + 2.391e-009

Step of -0.02 23.98 s"'3 - 0.2324 s"'2 - 0.008121 s - 4.858e-005
kg/sec -------------------------------------------------------------

s"'4 + 0.09314 s"'3 + 0.0009952 s"'2 + 4.191e-006 s + 6.175e-009

Transfer Functions
Input is heat flow, Linear Realization
Output IS steam
temperature

Step of+50 kW 0.002971 s"'4 + 0.008016 s"'3 + 0.0001766 s"'2 + 4.332e-007 s +
1.71e-009

8'''-5 + 3.605 8,1\4 + 4.898'''3 + 0.1634 81\2 + 0.001275 s + 2.078e-
006

Step of+25 kW

Step of-50 kW

0.003045 s"'4 + 0.008282 s"'3 + 0.0001957 s"'2 + 4.391e-007 s +
1.71ge':009
-------------------------~---------------------------- ----------------- I

s"'5 + 3.687 s"'4 + 5.042 s"'3 + 0.1734 s"'2 + 0.001386 s + 2.054e- I
AAh .

" vvv "

0.002197 s"'4 + 0.003546 s"'3 + 1.25ge-005 s"'2 + 3.l9ge-008 s +
4.406e-Oll

s"'5 + 2.626 s"'4 + 2.135 s"'3 + 0.02734 s"'2 + 7.95e-005 s +
4.994e-008
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Appendix D Outline for Experimental Steps

For further study and finally implementation of the control strategy on the real life
setup, it is recommended that the procedure followed in this report is now tried on the
experimental setup. An outline to do this would be the following:

1. Collect step response data from the experimental setup, first responses on a
step in the pump flow. The step response data consists ofmeasurements of the
steam temperature at the end of the boiler.

2. Normalize the data to unit step response measurements.
3. Put the data through the approximate realization algorithm to get

linearizations.
4. Design a stabilizing PI-controller with the help of the Bode Diagram.
5. To calculate a feedforward first measure again. Now collect step response data

(again the steam temperature (e.g. the temperature you want to control)) with a
step in the heat flow.

6. Normalize the data to unit step response measurements.
7. Put the data through the approximate realization algorithm to get

linearizations.
8. Use the formula give in this report to calculate the feedforward filter.
9. Design an experiment to test the controller. In the current situation this would

mean that the setup will be connected to the program Labview for
measurements and will be controlled by Matlab/Simulink. The link between
these two programs can either be done with Labview Simulation Interface
Toolkit or with the Simulink Real Time Workshop. In the section Control
Systems Design knowledge is present about the implementation of Real Time
Workshop so this would be a good choice. When designing the experiment,
think carefully about saturation of the pump flow and other safety mechanisms
to avoid hazardous situations.
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Notulen OGO vergadering 2
Casus 2: Variaties in Takelen (Trimester 1.1)
Aan OGO groep 11
Van Theo Starn
Datum: 6 januari 2003

1. Opening
• Leo opent de vergadering.

.• Leo noteert agenda op de flip-over.
• Iedereen is aanwezig.

2. Notulen vorige vergadering
Tutor: de rolverdeling tijdens de vergadering moet vermeld worden in de notulen.

3. Mededelingen
Tutor: ZSO en andere werkzaamheden moeten op Outlook of Studyweb gezet
worden.

4. Rapportage
• Mark: is vastgelopen met opstellen vergelijkingen. Vooral bezig geweest met

verslag casus 1.
• Frank: is niet veel verder gekomen dan wat besproken in vorige vergadering.

Verder bezig geweest met verslag casus 1.
• Hans: heef!: 8 vergelijkingen opgesteld en uitgewerkt met figuren. De link

leggen naar LA is nog niet gelukt.
• Robert: vergelijkingen opgesteld, zoals begonnen in de vorige vergadering.

Zo goed als matrix opgesteld.
• Leo: heef!: vergelijkingen opgesteld met andere aanpak dan van voorgaande

vergadering (toen afwezig).
• Bo, Roel en Theo: zijn vast gelopen met uitwerken vergelijkingen.

5. Uitdiepen ideeen
Hans noteert zijn 8 vergelijkingen op het bord. Deze worden gezamenlijk gewijzigd
en vervangen tot dat de 8 goede vergelijkingen op het bord staan.

Afspraken:
De krachten in de staven worden van het knooppunt af getekend.
Readiekrachten worden omhoog en naar rechts getekend.
De hoek geYntroduceerd voor deelvraag dis: fJ
Benamingen van de krachten zijn: 1;,T2 , ~,T4'Ts' Rc ' RDX ' RDy & F
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KnooppuntA

"fFx =0

"fF =0y

KnooppuntB

. "fFx =0

"fFy =0

Knooppunt C

"fFx =0

"fF = 0y

KnooppuntD

"fFx =0

"fF = 0y

1r 1r 1r
- cos(3 - a) 0 ~ - cos("2 - a) 0 Tz + cos("2 - r) 0 F :;::: 0

- sin(~ - a) 0 ~ - Sin(~ - a) 0 Tz - sin(~ - r) 0 F =0

1r ,1r a
cos(-:--a)o~ +cos(a)oT3 -cos(~--2)oT4 =0

j L

sin(1r -a)o~ .:...sin(a)oT3 -sinC
1r

- a)oT4 =0
322

. 1r
--t - Ts + cos(- - a) 0 Tz - cos(a) 0 ~ + sin(fJ) . Rc =0

2

--t 0 + sin(1r - a) 0 Tz = sin(a)· T3 + cos(fJ) 0 Rc = 0
2

1r a .
cos(- --) oT4 +Ts +RDX =0

2 2

sin(1r _ a) 0 T + 0 + R =0
2 2 4 DY

y

1

A

x

nl2-a



Hiennee kan de matrixvergelijking opgesteld worden om op te lossen met Matlab.

Waarbij:
a = de staatkrachten

Q. = gegevert (F)
A =matrix

6. Formuleren Zelfstudieopdrachten
• Iedereen: matrixvergelijking opstellen
• Iedereen: deelvragen a, b, c en d uitwerken en onderzoeken m.b.v. Matlab.

7. Vragen voor studentenoverleg
Wanneer is deexcursie naar Drachten7 Hoe wordt dit geregeld?

8. Evaluatie
Goede structurele vergadering, waarila iedereen volgens eigen zeggen de vorderingen
tot nu toe snapt en verder kan met de ZSO.


